Raid finds 95 ‘minors in tavern’

By MICHELLE KRUPA

Over 95 “minors in a tavern” citations issued last Thursday night at The Irish Connection Pub and Corby’s Irish Pub will be presented to the St. Joseph County prosecutor this week for review and possible addition of charges.

The “great majority” of the citations were issued to Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students, according to a Nov. 13 police report compiled by Captain Gary Horvath.

Stop Underage Drinking (SUD) teams including Indiana State, St. Joseph County, Mishawaka and South Bend police offices issued tickets to 94 Irish Connection patrons and one customer at Corby’s.

These numbers were reported after Irish Connection manager Leon Townsend conservatively estimated that only 30 to 40 patrons were cited at his establishment.

In addition to this class C misdemeanor eight citations for alcohol possession or possession of false identification were issued by police at Irish Connection. Two individuals were arrested, one for false informing and the other for alcohol consumption.

“A small quantity of suspected marijuana was located in the bar and was turned into Metro Special Operations Section for destruction,” Horvath stated in the report.

Notre Dame students can expect a University fine of $100 for failing to show proper identification and citation records become public, according to Bill Kirk, assistant vice president for Residence Life.

“Whenever the University finds out about these sorts of violations, typically, the University responds. I would expect that the University would respond in this case,” Kirk said.

“Students kind of take lightly their responsibility to obey the law on campus, but when they take it out into the streets of South Bend, it becomes even more of a problem,” he continued.

While Kirk would not speculate as to the possible ramifications for Notre Dame students, he did note the $100 University fine issued to those students cited for similar violations in last January’s SUDS raid on Bridget McGuire’s Fillin’ Station. The city of South Bend levied a $212 fine to those students.

No need to fret about lice

By CHRISTINE KRALY

Something has infected Notre Dame’s campus during the past week: not head lice, but the gossip and rumors associated with it.

“Lice is not a crisis situation,” said Ann Thompson, director of University Health Services, who stated that there are currently fewer than 10 cases of lice on campus.

Rumors of the lice infestation started spreading around Wednesday of this past week when students began hearing of head-lice cases in McGlinn Hall. Since then, gossip has stirred on the campus and there are more rumors about lice than actual cases themselves.

Father John Conley of Siegfried Hall has said that no cases of lice have been reported at Siegfried, even though rumors to the contrary have scattered across campus. According to Conley, students from McGlinn were visiting Siegfried the night the lice broke out and started rumors of the dorm’s infection.

“God knows what would happen if the plague hit this campus,” said Karen Dubay, assistant rector of McGlinn, who believes the lice gossip...
The Lice Girls

Lice

The very word makes your head itch, doesn't it? If you don't think anything of it at first, that small tuft of itches may slip right up past the back of your head. You scratch it, thinking it will go away. "Lie on campus!" you think.

"No, I can't. I'm clean," you tell yourself. "I live nowhere near those nasty girls and bugs. They all have it, if I stay away from them for the rest of the semester, I won't get infested. I can't. I tell you, I'm clean."

Then you start hearing about people in the dorm. You know someone who has the lice bug. They've got the people next door. Last night, you heard your roommate and his grandfather had it, why wasn't Pappy Jr. in her office on Friday? She must have it, too. Your head starts itching, and you start missing classes because looking at your scalp closely in the mirror for little white chiggers may be stamped in line at the infirmary for your 17th box of RID, you don't have time to do something as unpleasant as clean yourself.

You can't take any chances! This is the plague!

Give me a quick break.

I've heard things this weekend that make my face flame. l've heard more than a lice infestation possibly could. Stories about signs on residence halls are spreading, blaming McGlinn. They all have it, but if you don't have time to do something as unpleasant as clean yourself, I've heard things this weekend that make my face flame. "I don't have any time to do something as unpleasant as clean myself, but the lice bug is spreading fast in our dormitory. The women of McGlinn had to start cleaning the dorm and spread to several of our residents. The isotope, iodine-125, is used to diagnose and treat thyroid disorders, and the amount of radioactive material in the dorm is being counted.

The contamination was discovered by a common, relatively harmless parasite. The isotope, iodine-125, is used to diagnose and treat thyroid disorders, and the amount of radioactive material in the dorm is being counted.

At the infirmary for your 17th box of RID, you don't have time to do something as unpleasant as clean yourself.
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Folk Choir sings at prison

By MARIA PEREZ
News Writer

The Notre Dame Folk Choir visited the Indiana State Prison in Michigan City yesterday where they gave a concert for an audience of 400 inmates.

The prison is an all-male, maximum security facility which currently holds about 1850 residents; approximately 40 percent of the prisoners are in lockdown units and 41 are on death row. The prisoners who attended the concert were all members of the general population of the prison; those who are able to leave for education, work or religious purposes.

The concert was videotaped and will be shown later in the week to those in lockdown.

Father Joe Ross, Catholic chaplain to the prison, spoke to the choir yesterday in preparation for their visit. "It's a miserable, hard life there. That's why something like music and a whole crowd of young people can be so nourishing for them," said Ross, who is a former rector of Morrissey Hall.

The choir members were able to talk to the prisoners after the concert who were seemingly very receptive to the choir's ministry. Also, several choir members said that the experience dispelled their myths about what they had expected of being at a maximum security prison.

"I was impressed by how respectful and courteous they were," said junior Ryan Murray. "I think we were worried that they would be judging us, or that they would think we were judging them, but it ended up feeling like we were all equal," said sophomore Kaileen Murray.

Director Steve Warner felt that the concert was most importantly a time of prayer and dialogue for the inmates. "I think that the conversation and interchange is far more important than the music—if anything, the music is an invitation to the conversation," said Warner.

This was the choir's second trip to the prison. Some of the current choir members had visited the prison in May of 1997.

Warner emphasized the importance of ministry to people in the prisoners' situation. "It's one of the most profound sacramental experiences we have as a group," said Warner. "We don't spend a lot of time nowadays talking about the corporal works of mercy, and this is one of those.
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**Cruise ship visits N. Korea**

SEOUL

A chartered South Korean cruise ship arrived today in North Korea on a test run for sightseeing tours of the exclusive communist country's scenic west coast, tour organizers said. The 28,700-ton Hyundai Kunkang arrived at Jang Jung Port near Diamond Mountain, west of North Korea's eastern coast, 12 hours after leaving South Korea's Donghae port, said Seoul's Hyundai group, which is organizing the tours. Instead of taking a four-hour coastal route, the ship took a longer route, sailing out to open sea and then moving back into North Korean waters. The route was planned in deference to North Korea's concerns about sensitive military facilities located along the coast near the border with South Korea, Hyundai officials said. The ship carried about 400 South Korean tour guides and Hyundai officials on a two-day rehearsal tour.

**Ted Turner to run in 2000**

NEW YORK

Media mogul Ted Turner says he is a "very serious" about making a bid for the White House, even though he contends with three-time Janie Fonda, doesn't approve, according to a magazine report. In its Nov. 23 issue, Out Magazine, The New Yorker's sister publication, reported that Turner's idea after a recent black-tie Southern California dinner where he received the World Citizenship Award from a group dedicated to eliminating nuclear weapons, "I am very serious about running for president, but Janie doesn't want me to do it," the Hambytayt founder of CNN reportedly told several members of the Nuclear Age Peace Foundation. According to the magazine, Fonda left the door open to a Turner campaign, saying, "wherever Ted goes, I go."

**African activist dies**

NEW YORK

Kwame Ture, who as Stokely Carmichael coined the phrase "black power" a rallying cry of the civil rights upheavals of the 1960s, died Sunday in Guinea, a member of Ture's All-African People's Revolutionary Party said. He was 57. Sharon Noah, a member of the organization in Philadelphia, said Ture died of prostate cancer. She learned of his death from Sumomo Lye, an AAP member and one of Ture's closest friends, who was with him when he died. The rev. Jesse Jackson said he visited Ture three times at his home in Fainuria during a trip to Africa last week. "In many ways he was at peace with himself," Jackson said in a telephone interview from Washington. "He wanted for his last days to be in Guinea and in West Africa ... He wanted to be among the people of Africa."

**Item**

**Iraq claims victory in U.N. crisis**

ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD

After backing down over U.N. weapons inspectors, saying Iraq was avoiding an American missile strike — Iraq in typical fashion Sunday declared itself the victor in the dispute.

Vice President Taha Yassin Ramadan told state-run television that Iraq had been "able to prove to the whole world that our views are correct" and that the Americans were misguided.

"This is the foundation and the basis of our victory," he declared.

It was the first official reaction to the weekend's tumultuous events, and the chaotic atmosphere in the local consumption in a country weary of U.N. suspicions and of being holed-up, even from its Arab neighbors.

The newscast made no mention of President Clinton's warning Sunday that if Iraq does not abide by its promise to allow U.N. weapons teams to come back and work freely, it will suffer a military attack.

"Iraq has backed down," Clinton declared in a news conference at the White House. "But that is not enough. Now Iraq must live up to its obligations."

He said U.S. forces would stay in the Gulf and warned: "We remain ready to act."

Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz criticized Clinton's vow that the American military might was "ready to replace Saddam's regime in Iraq."

"I have to condemn strongly the statement of Mr. Clinton, the plan of his government to overthrow the government of Iraq," Aziz said in an interview on CNN. "This is a flagrant violation of the Security Council resolutions as well as international law."

Aziz said Iraq was not even sure whether the crisis was over since the Security Council minority of 12 agreement in which the United States, Britain and France backed inspections on Iraq.

Iraq would allow the U.N. arms inspectors to do their work normal under Security Council resolutions, he said, and the understanding that Aziz signed in February with U.N.

Secretary-General Kofi Annan, the deputy prime minister said.

"Iraq does not accept any further conditions," he added, but the resolution and agreement with Annan appeared to cover Clinton's demands for complete access for the inspectors and full Iraqi cooperation with them.

The United States and Britain began building up their forces after President Bush declared victory in a 10-month war with the U.N. Special Commission, which is charged with overseeing the elimination of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction.

Iraq on Saturday notified Annan that it had reversed its decision. But the United States — which called off an attack at the 11th hour to study Iraq's statement — did not accept it until Sunday, when Washington was assured by the Iraqi regime that there were no conditions attached.

Washington had complained that a tw-page annex to Aziz's letter to Annan amounted to conditions.

Associated Press

**Citizens pack Baghdad stadium to celebrate Baghdad Day, which came in conjunction with an easing in the tensions regarding missile inspections.**

**Incident raises concerns over Kosovo**

PRISTINA

Western officials raised new concerns about the safety of peace monitors in Kosovo after Yugoslav soldiers fired a machine gun Sunday over a car containing U.S. diplomatic observers.

The incident, which caused no injuries, came at a time when progress toward a settlement that would end months of violence in the restive Serbian province.

The U.S. government was attempting a new initiative, invited ethnic Albanian separatists to hold face-to-face talks this week.

Ethnic Albanian leaders, who have rejected several such invitations in the past, made no immediate response to the offer by Serb President Milos Milutinovic, made late Saturday and reported by state media on Sunday.

But the latest invitation, following a flurry of U.S.-led diplomacy, could signal that the Serbs and ethnic Albanians are closer to direct negotiations.

A Serb crackdown on ethnic Albanian separatists that started in February has claimed hundreds of thousands more. The province's ethnic Albanian majority favors independence, while Serbs consider Kosovo an integral part of Serbia, the dominant republic of Yugoslavia.

Scattered violence has continued despite an Oct. 12 agreement in which Yugoslavia President Slobodan Milosevic pledged to halt his offensive and start talks aimed at restoring Kosovo's autonomy.

As the car passed, an army vehicle equipped with a heavy machine gun fired a burst overhead, OSCE spokesman Duncan Bultivian said.

In an apparent attempt to reopen the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe to demand an explanation from Serbs and Yugoslav authorities.

A spokesman said a car from the Kosovo Diplomatic Observers Mission containing three Americans and an ethnic Albanian translator was near Djipe, 22 miles southwest of the provincial capital, Pristina, whereпроизошло смерть, а затем и нападение непосредственно на подразделение, в результате которого погиб один из военнослужащих. Подразделение, включающее бойцов, было остановлено и по команде начальника было приведено в боевую готовность. В это время приблизительно через 30 минут после начала операции, подразделение было атаковано наскоро эсминцем, который прибыл к месту событий. Военнослужащие, действуя согласно новой инициативе, заставили боевого оратора, определенного на основе эсминца, отказаться от боевых действий. Как только боевая ситуация была стабилизирована, подразделение было приостановлено и приступило к выполнению согласованных задач.
You've come far. But you've got a lot further to go. That's where SONY Technology Center comes in.

If you're a junior or senior majoring in engineering, consider a career at Sony. We offer a competitive salary, fantastic benefits, graduate school tuition reimbursement and the opportunity to work for a dynamic, growing, Fortune 500 company.
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Forward your resume to your school's placement office. Or, contact a Sony representative by mailing your resume to 1001 Technology Drive, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666, Attn: Professional Staffing, or apply on-line at Jobs.Pittsburgh @ccmail.sgo. sony.com
Notre Dame works to dispell Y2K problems

By LAURA ROMPF
News Writer

In order to tackle the Y2K computer problem, Notre Dame has formed a "Year 2000 Project." The project has compiled an inventory of systems at risk, while establishing leadership and accountability programs.

The Office of Informational Technologies (OIT) has developed personalized software with four-digit codes so it will not be affected. The University is also bringing in external assistance to aid the leadership team on the project, said Kathleen Anthony, director of Audit and Advisory Services.

"Overall the University is working hard to identify its exposure to the Year 2000 related problems," Anthony said. "I firmly believe that the entire University community is affected by the Year 2000 issues. It is critical that the entire community becomes aware of the risks and how they can assist in the effort," she said.

Anthony explained that the challenges facing Notre Dame's Year 2000 Project are not unique.

"The University of Notre Dame's concerns are similar to those faced by other large, technology-driven organizations," said Anthony. "Notre Dame's operations, both academic and administrative, are highly automated. Computer hardware, software and applications used by faculty, staff and students could work improperly or fail, as could the equipment used in research and teaching, Anthony said.

Facilities and utilities will also be affected.

"I see this as the most critical," Anthony said. "Without certain operations, the campus cannot function at all." Notre Dame depends on its own power plant and could be harshly effected by the Year 2000 problem. Utility systems such as security, fire safety and food services may also be at risk, Anthony explained. "I believe the most important aid to combat this problem is communication and recognition of the significance of the issues facing our world," Anthony said. "Governments, organizations and individuals need to understand what the Year 2000 problem is and how it may impact them."

Notre Dame views the Year 2000 issue as an isolated computer problem that will never affect them, but it is probable that everyone will be affected in some way. Understanding the issue is key to minimizing the impact it will have, Anthony said.

"Because of this automation and inter-reliance, no one can accurately predict the depth and breadth of the problems the turn of the century may bring," Anthony said.
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What the Administration Doesn’t Want You to Know

I have been following The Observer’s coverage of the debate over the alleged discrimination of lesbians and gays on campus; specifically, the protection which would be afforded the inclusion of “sexual orientation” in the University’s non-discrimination clause. It is important that the Academic Council is investigating the allegations of discrimination in hiring made by Dr. Woo.

What is unfortunate is that all of this research and its results are being kept a secret. Conceivably, the whole issue could be debated behind closed doors and the campus community might never discover the findings. After all, it is the exception rather than the rule at Notre Dame that all committees which meet at the behest of Malloy or Warner be sworn to secrecy. I know for a fact that neither Dr. Woo’s allegations nor the Big Ten decision will not allow a scholarship based upon a service project to advertise on campus because it has “close ties to GLADDMCM.”

Now, there’s a good reason.

In short, the Mulloy/Warner administration will not allow a charitable organization (501c3) to advertise on campus through its own alumni, who awarded a scholarship based upon a service project to purchase advertising space in an “independent” newspaper: a newspaper, which, by the way, charges you an annual fee. I’m sure there is a reason given in du Lac, but the whole thing reeks of censorship, homophobia and first amendment violations to me.

Now you may not agree with the gay rights cause, but if censorship and discrimination can happen to anyone, it can happen to you. And don’t you see the parallel between the way in which GALA-NDSMC is treated, and the fact that you never see a multi-column paid advertisement for GLADDMCM or OUTReach ND in The Observer? That is because this student group is not permitted to advertise, either.

In written correspondence from the administration, GLADDMCM was told repeatedly through the years that they could not publish their name in any ad.
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Until this administration stops censorship and prevents discrimination, our Lady will hang her head in shame. Rather than being the stellar example for all, Mulloy and Warner have made the current Notre Dame a disgrace to its founding fathers — as well as to the Fathers of all of us.

Elizabeth Conrad
South Bend, Ind.
November 12, 1998
Megan and Marnie

Cappy Gagnon

In between thoughts of term papers, football bowl speculation and the upcoming frozen tundra season, take some time to give thought to your parents. A downer of my Notre Dame classmates have children in the Class of 2002, so I feel a connection, by proxy, to the student body. We old geckers may seem irrelevant and out of touch, but we are very proud of all the accomplishments of the students at Notre Dame, St. Mary’s and Holy Cross, even though we may shudder at flying octopus and other occasional intergeneric behavior. Please realize that most of our parental concern is based upon fear that our children will repeat the mistakes we have made.

Fairy father is proud of his children, but fortunately, I have a father. My name is Megan, I am a senior and I have both $213 and $231 each have hit home run’s as daughters. Neither has ever given me two minutes of lost sleep — I’m sure I have been much more important in their lives than they have to me. Sorry, girls.

Marnie inherited at least two traits from me: She enjoys writing and she can’t hit a baseball very well. She gave Little Fougau Haschall a try, when we lived in Los Angeles, as one of our daughters was a softball player. I was proud of services as the team’s first base coach, where I had the pleasure of seeing Megan and the other kids work to improve as the season wore on. I particularly enjoyed watching the interaction of the several nationalities and ethnic back-grounds represented in the team. I hope all the world’s children could play baseball together!

By the end of the year, Megan had worked herself from 15th player (last) to the starting right fielder on the team which finished one half game out of first place.

The baseball highlight of the year came when Megan scored her first run. As she sped, glacier-like, into home plate (third sobbed), she made the play of the season to remove our second baseman, one of joy-streamed down her face (and also down the cheeks of the first base coach).

The humorous highlight of her diamond career came when I informed Megan that she had earned an RBI, on a ground ball, with a runner on third. She ran over to the bench to tell her teammates “I got an HBI”. She then ran back to me. “And what’s an HBI?”

Later, while I was working in law enforcement, Megan joined a Police Explorer Post. She quickly became one of the leaders, standing her plezson at the State Academy and being the top two in her graduating class. This was quite an accomplishment in a boy-dominated program. Megan also handled herself in a very professional manner while handling cases in a special event (of all the world’s children could play baseball together!).

As a senior, Megan became one of the top performing at police special events. I got an HBI. What’s an HBI? As a parent too, as that anyone
does that stand behind religious doctrine to hide a bigoted face. Without the voicing of opinions that anyone with any intelligence does not see that your real purpose for the accultural pervading campus life. Your second suggestion is just as insightful as the first: offer more courses to teachers that will edit and change history or their politics, et cetera. Until they fit your views.

Next I suggest you’ll suggest lynching those that do not conform to your rules or burning books that contradict your viewpoint. This University has greater problems in need of attention. Spooze-feeding the “children” their opinions should not be its foremost concern.

As a student at this University, I take offense to every word in Sean Vanich’s Nov. 10 article (The “Nasty Little Feminist Enclaves” Debate Continued).

Your opinion, Sean, of the Women’s Resource Center is at the very least misogynistic, egocentric and misguided. The WRC is providing a service that was once denied but much needed (and still is) for women: accurate and complete information about issues dealing with women. They also provide a place where someone can go to gain guidance, so they gave the number to an abortion counselor. Would you rather they tried to counsel the girl herself instead of refer- ring her to a trained individual?

It may not be pleasant to acknowledge, but there is a need for information about abortions and contraception on this campus, just like any other University (no matter how religious. These women are not telling students to have sex or abortions. They are providing much-needed information so students can make decisions aware of all the facts and options available to them.

Your desire to censure the information available is no better than the separate but equal policy that sought to deny blacks the means to better educate themselves. As far as your advocating gay rights, they have my support and com- mendation. As a heterosexual, I know what a privilege it is to be accepted as a part of the mainstream of society, as an African-American I can sympathize with anyone judged or punished for something as basic as sexuality.

As a Christian and a Catholic, I am very tired of those that stand behind religious doctrine to hide a bigoted face. Without the voicing of opinions (agreeing with and disagreeing with Catholicism) to person truly makes a full faith decision to be Catholic, faith unchallenged is faith nonexistent.

This is an institution of learning, not of indoctrination. The Church may have a plan for the Catholic University, but God? When did God ever exclude someone from his loving grace? Jesus ministered to the poor, down-trodden and oppressed and not the rich and satisfied. Who are you to interpret the Bible for all others? My Bible says love your neighbor as you love your self. My Bible says judge not lest you be judged. My Bible tells me to look for the face of God in every man, woman and child, not only Catholics, Republicans, Heterosexuals, Whites, Blacks but everyone.

I resent your implication that exposure to opposing views will destroy God in my life. GOD HAS NOT MADE NOTH N THE KEEPER OF MY SOUL. He gave me free will to choose who and what I will be. This school is but one stop along my road of faith. You ask for “continues to religious vocations” but what about openness and acceptance of your fellow man simply because God asks it of you? You ask for “Christian fidelity” when I have yet to find any in your words. You advocate “duality to the moral teachings of the Church.” I advocated duality to the moral teachings of Christ.

The University’s role is to provide me with the means to further my education. As a Catholic institution, this school’s role is to provide me with the means to further my faith if I choose not if they choose it for me. They are not have to mold me into a hypocritical being incapable of living in harmony with others. There is always a common ground in this world... it’s called love.

As to your proposals, do you honestly believe that anyone with any intelligence does not see that your real purpose for suggesting resignation as a form of protest is to remove all those that think or believe differently than you? It’s not as permanent as Hitler’s method, but the thought comes from the same kind of closed mind. No one has asked you to withdraw from the University to publicize your disapproval of the “secularizing” pervading campus life. Your second suggestion is just as insightful as the first: offer more courses to teachers that will edit and change history or their politics, et cetera. Until they fit your views.

Next I suggest you’ll suggest lynching those that do not conform to your rules or burning books that contradict your viewpoint. This University has greater problems in need of attention. Spooze-feeding the “children” their opinions should not be its foremost concern.

Rhonda Moore
Senior, off-campus
English and government major
November 12, 1998
**Meet Joe Black**

Director: Martin Brest  
Starring: Brad Pitt, Anthony Hopkins, Claire Forlani, Marcia Gay Harden and Jeffrey Tambor

Out of five shamrocks

By MIKE MCMORROW

Martin Brest's oddly intriguing but often disastrous "Meet Joe Black" takes on a lot of weight with its subject matter and presentation. It mixes death with romance, fantasy with message and bad ideas that are clearly founded upon anything, and has no real motivation.

The film stars Anthony Hopkins as William Parrish, an enormously successful founder of a large communications firm, who is approaching age 65. His oldest daughter Allison is head-set on more or less dead on arrival. It takes on a lot of weight with its subject matter and presentation.

**Living out loud** struggles to stay alive

...In a touching confrontation, a rainy day in the coffee shop if the romance was to start and concentrate on Hopkins' character.

Holly Hunter is gritty and intelligent in "Meet Joe Black". Danny DeVito continues his string of wonderfully versatile performances. Whether playing a greedy, conniving creep or a disheartened elevator operator, he always remains convincing.

**Living out loud**

Director: Richard LaGravenese  
Starring: Holly Hunter, Danny DeVito, Queen Latifah and Martin Donovan

Out of five shamrocks

By RICHARD CRIBB

A romantic dinner setting in an expensive restaurant, a young suitor and was swept away by the chilly and materialistic demeanor contrasts sharply with the chilly and materialistic nature of his former wife.

The movie dying silently.
CROSSING ENEMY LINES

By KATHLEEN LOPEZ

Notre Dame did not unleash a secret weapon on Saturday. It came out with the same artillery and caught Navy with its guards down. The Irish rushing attack downed the Midshipmen defense, gaining 261 yards primarily off the efforts of senior tailback Autry Denson and senior quarterback Jarious Jackson.

"We knew Navy could give us a fight because they're the type of team that goes down till the end," Jackson said. "But we definitely wanted to come out and make a statement."

Fans got a rare glimpse at the threat of Jackson's true speed and rushing capability at Jack Kent Cooke stadium in front of a record crowd. His 33-yard run in the second quarter gave Notre Dame only a few seconds of something they have been waiting for all year.

A quarterback that was not afraid to run the ball. His 71 yards on the ground came only second to the top rusher on the team and now all-time leading rusher in Notre Dame history, Jackson.

The true story of the game rested with Notre Dame's rushing weapon. His quiet and relatively tame style hinted nothing at the tailback's dominance in the record books.

On first-and-ten on the Notre Dame 28-yard line, Denson took the hand-off and ran for 7 yards and into the top spot as Notre Dame's all-time rushing leader. His 107-yard performance against the Midshipmen dethroned former leader Allen Pinkett.

"Any time you can shut a team out whose offense is as prolific as Navy, it's a huge accomplishment," head coach Bob Davie said. "We're excited to be 1-1." To the crowd, the milestone went relatively unnoticed. An unfamiliar crowd, an unfamiliar stadium but a familiar performance highlighted Saturday's win. Despite all the hoopla which surrounds the reserved Denson, he always gains credit where credit is due.

"The greatest thing about this record is that it is a team record, something we can all share," Davie said. "I'm fortunate to have a cast like I do."

The tailback not only gained his 22nd 100-yard-plus game but racked up two more touchdowns in pursuit of yet another Pinkett record, all-time rushing touchdowns. His first touchdown, he broke free and dashed down the left side untouched. His touchdown put the Irish up 14-0.

His second touchdown came in the third quarter on an 18-yard breakaway run. Kicker Jim Sisson lined up for the point after attempt but failed, leaving the score at 20-0.

The first score of the game came on a smashmouth run up the middle by Jamie Spencer. He rumbled into the endzone and notched the first points for the Irish.

Jackson racked up impressive numbers in Saturday's shutout not only on the ground but in the air as well. He completed 12 of 14 for 159 yards. His longest completion of the day came on a 22-yard pass to Bobby Brown in the second quarter.

The third quarter remains a stronghold for the ever improving Irish. They registered the sixth shutout for the Irish defense. Besides the defense, the return team got a shot in the arm on Autry Gethleman's return. His 68-yard scamper to the Navy 20 eventually set up the Jackson to Malcolm Johnson touchdown. The 16-yard reception boosted the lead to 27 with a quarter left to play.

Not to be outdone by the offensive unit, the defense got its knocks in the fourth. B.J. Scott recovered Navy quarterback Brian Broadwater's fumble on the Navy 48. In the second defensive series freshman Tony Weaver rumbled his way into the endzone to give the Irish a 30-0 third-quarter lead.

"The defense played extremely hard," Davie said. "They also took advantage of some turnovers in the game. They created some turnovers as well." Davie integrated a lot of Notre Dame's up-and-coming talent in the fourth quarter. Tony Fisher took a majority of the hand-offs, including a 6-yard rush to the Navy 45. Backup quarterback Eric Chappell got some time in the fourth with freshman Amon Battle still nursing a shoulder injury.

This game went along like clockwork for the Irish.

PLAYER OF THE GAME

Autry Denson wrote his name into the record books, becoming the Irish's all-time leading rusher with 4,192 yards.

QUOTE OF THE GAME

"I told our team to let it sink in for a second after I say this guy just became the all-time leading rushing in Notre Dame history. That's a pretty strong statement." — Bob Davie

STAT OF THE GAME

Senior quarterback Jarious Jackson completed his first 12 passes of the game en route to a 12-of-14 day.
Defense provides capital punishment

By M. SHANNON RYAN
San Francisco Chronicle

After games of sloppy tackles and gaping holes, the Irish defense seems to be catching on to the art of masonry. The defense cement-nailed the brick wall they constructed in last week's final goal-line stand against Boston College by blocking Navy from reaching the end zone in the 30-0 win.

"I'm most proud of the way our defense responded after last week and what happened up in Chestnut Hill. Our one constant was that our defense played well," coach Bob Davie said. "We've worked so hard to make consistent, steady improvement."

It seems some barbed wiring and electric fencing were also added to the wall of defense as the Midshipmen, the top ranked rushing team in the nation, were limited to 137 yards rushing — 160 yards less than their average.

Navy had not been shut out since 1995 against Virginia Tech. The last time the Irish blanked an opponent was the 62-0 stomping of Rutgers in 1996.

"That's great when you shut out a team. It's a sign of a great defense, a restructured defense," said sophomore Brock Williams.

In addition, Navy lost 25 yards on the field on two punts. The ball over four times. B.J. Scott, John Owens and Bobbie Howard each recovered a fumble, while Benny Guibaux nabbed a one-handed interception at the end of the second quarter.

"We moved the ball but we turned it over and shot ourselves in the foot," said Navy coach Charlie Weis.

Senior captain Howard led the brigade, torpedoing the Navy fleet with nine tackles, three of which were unassisted, for a total of 89 on the season.

"Bobbie Howard is the same as every game — excellent," Davie said.

Juniors Minors appeared top-form as well. They tallied five tackles, four of which were unassisted.

Howard and Minor were backed up by Brock Williams, Lamont Bryant, Brad Williams, Deke Cooper and Jimmy Friday. Each were highlighted with four tackles.

Anthony Weaver continued his consistent play. The junior linebacker had eight tackles and took out Brian Broadwater for a four-yard loss.

"The thing about this defense ... is that there are not a lot of stars. It's taken all of us," Davie said.

The Irish are now doing too much. So we cut back on both sides of the ball this week," said the Irish defensive success was learning from the lesson Army taught them.

"It helped that we played Army a few weeks ago. It gave us a good foundation for the option," Davie said. "This was a good thing for [our defense because] you have to execute at such a high level."

The return of Grant Irons was also a driving force for the defense. Irons, who was out with a shoulder sprain against Army, Baylor and Boston College, came back strong with three tackles.

"It's good to just be back and feeling I'm contributing to the team. That's a great feeling," Irons said. "Our goal every week is to get better as a team and focus on the game plan."

With two games left the Irish are hoping to keep adding the bricks to what looked like an impassable defense against the Midshipmen.

"Defense is one piece of the puzzle," Irons said. "That's going to be a factor in the up coming games."
Irish keep streaks alive, Denson shatters records

By BRIAN KESSLER
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Prior to Saturday, senior tailback Autry Denson had broken only one record. But after another impressive performance against Stanford, Denson has found himself in the record book.

With 13 points and 107 rushing yards against Rutgers, Denson has now rushed for 4,192 yards in his career, breaking the NCAA career rushing record by rushing 107 yards against Navy. Denson also tops the charts for racking up his 22nd TD in the season, breaking another one of Pinter's records.

Denson kept playing brilliantly and he picked up the 47 yards necessary to break the record. He raked up another 20 in route to his third consecutive 1,000-yard rushing season, tying a 40-year-old record. And after that, he kept going, all the way up to 107. With that, he eclipsed the century mark for the 22nd time in his career, breaking another one of Pinter's records.

Yet on a day when two Notre Dame rushing records fell, two other long-standing streaks remained in tact. With the 30-0 shutout, Notre Dame continued to dominate the Midshipmen, winning its 35th consecutive game over the Midshipmen. This streak is the longest winning streak by one team over an opponent. The last time the Midshipmen beat the Irish, Jimmy Kennedy was president, and Heisman trophy-winner Roger Staubach was quarterback for Navy. This year's Irish team was more concerned about the game and it's importance in the 1996 season, however.

"I never mentioned that winning streak one time," Davie said. "It has no effect on me, because when we play them, we're all going to try to stop that backfield, still trying to stop that backfield and if they're in that same offense, it'll be the same problem. So I don't think it's a factor."

"We just have to come out and play," Davie said. "I was kind of like the analogy Coach Roberts used all week. Going into a fight you don't ask the person how many previous fights they have won. You just end up trying to win. So that's the approach we took."

This Saturday's game also marked the 27th time the two teams have met, the longest continuous intercollegiate rivalry in the country. Notre Dame and Navy also managed to sell out Jack Kent Cooke Stadium and drew the highest attendance (78,844) in the stadium's two-year history, surpassing the Washington Redskins previous record of 78,200.

"I talked to our players about that," Davie said. "I said certainly don't take anything for granted. We're coming into Jack Kent Cooke Stadium, it's the first college football game played in here."

Navy sank courtesy of holes like this created by the Notre Dame offensive line.

We're selling this stadium out. It's a huge credit to you guys and it's also a huge responsibility to go out there and play how Notre Dame football is supposed to be played." Davie was even a little overwhelmed.

"Coming in here and playing Navy in front of a sold-out stadium, 80,000 people, it looked to me like the whole Navy was here," Davie said. "I'm glad the Persian Gulf situation got quieted down. We might have been behind in the race over there. Boy, I looked up in those stands and saw so many Naval people up there."

Denson and the Irish, however, stole the show.

"It's an honor for me just to be mentioned with Jerome Bettis and guys like Allen Pintor," Denson continued. "It hasn't set in yet. It's just an honor for me."

Congratulations Autry.

David also spoke about Denson's unselfish attitude and commitment to helping the team.

"I think the thing that's most exciting about Autry Denson is that he broke that record, but he was most upset about somebody else's record," Davie said. "I think that's why Autry has been such a leader for us and such a competitor. As great as that record is, Autry feels bad about that humble." For Denson, it's all business.

"Coach Strong asked me if I had anything special planned since I broke the record," Denson said. "He said, 'What are you going to do after you break the record?' and I told him I'm just going to keep playing," Davie said. "As you get older, you just kind of realize that."

Denson kept playing brilliantly and he picked up the 47 yards necessary to break the record. He raked up another 20 in route to his third consecutive 1,000-yard rushing season, tying a 40-year-old record. And after that, he kept going, all the way up to 107. With that, he eclipsed the century mark for the 22nd time in his career, breaking another one of Pinter's records.

Yet on a day when two Notre Dame rushing records fell, two other long-standing streaks remained in tact. With the 30-0 shutout, Notre Dame continued to dominate the Midshipmen, winning its 35th consecutive game over the Midshipmen. This streak is the longest winning streak by one team over an opponent. The last time the Midshipmen beat the Irish, Jimmy Kennedy was president, and Heisman trophy-winner Roger Staubach was quarterback for Navy. This year's Irish team was more concerned about the game and it's importance in the 1996 season, however.

"I never mentioned that winning streak one time," Davie said. "It has no effect on me, because when we play them, we're all going to try to stop that backfield, still trying to stop that backfield and if they're in that same offense, it'll be the same problem. So I don't think it's a factor."

"We just have to come out and play," Davie said. "I was kind of like the analogy Coach Roberts used all week. Going into a fight you don't ask the person how many previous fights they have won. You just end up trying to win. So that's the approach we took."

This Saturday's game also marked the 27th time the two teams have met, the longest continuous intercollegiate rivalry in the country. Notre Dame and Navy also managed to sell out Jack Kent Cooke Stadium and drew the highest attendance (78,844) in the stadium's two-year history, surpassing the Washington Redskins previous record of 78,200.

"I talked to our players about that," Davie said. "I said certainly don't take anything for granted. We're coming into Jack Kent Cooke Stadium, it's the first college football game played in here."

Navy sank courtesy of holes like this created by the Notre Dame offensive line.

We're selling this stadium out. It's a huge credit to you guys and it's also a huge responsibility to go out there and play how Notre Dame football is supposed to be played."

Davie was even a little overwhelmed.

"Coming in here and playing Navy in front of a sold-out stadium, 80,000 people, it looked to me like the whole Navy was here," Davie said. "I'm glad the Persian Gulf situation got quieted down. We might have been behind in the race over there. Boy, I looked up in those stands and saw so many Naval people up there."

Denson and the Irish, however, stole the show.

"It's an honor for me just to be mentioned with Jerome Bettis and guys like Allen Pintor," Denson continued. "It hasn't set in yet. It's just an honor for me."

Congratulations Autry.

GAME NOTES AND QUOTES

Autry Denson broke two of Allen Pintor's records. He surpassed the 4,131 career rushing record, establishing a new 1,932-yard record by rushing 107 yards against Navy. Denson also tops the charts for racking up his 22nd TD in the season, breaking another one of Pinter's records.

Jack Kent Cooke Stadium, the two-year old Redskins stadium, was packed with 78,244 fans, breaking the record for attendance. The sell-out marks the 106th sellout in the 122 games involving the Irish.

The Irish have scored points in every quarter of their last five games (20 quarters), after falling to score in the fourth quarter against Stanford.

With 13 points in the third quarter, Notre Dame has now outscored its opponents 81-3 in that period.

Navy has dropped 35 straight games to the Irish and 28 to ranked opponents. Notre Dame was the fifth-ranked team this season to defeat the Midshipmen.

The last time Notre Dame blanked an opponent was the 62-0 win over Rutgers. The game was Lou Holtz's final game coaching in Notre Dame Stadium.

Head coach Bob Davie.

"Any time you shut out a team 30-0, especially an offense as prolific as Navy, it's a huge accomplishment."

"In the first half, our offense struggled with penalties. I never saw that many holding penalties in my career."

Quarterback Jauris Jackson.

We knew Navy would give us a fight because they're the type of team that goes down till the end. But we definitely wanted to come out and make a statement."

Navy head coach Charlie Weisberheired on Notre Dame.

"They are playing with a different attitude. It used to be you would see a guy taking a down off every now and then. They didn't do that."

Navy defensive tackle Jason Snider on his last game against Notre Dame.

"They have three more years left to beat Notre Dame. It was my last shot and Jason's (Woll) last shot, but I'm proud of these guys."
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“Crazy People”
Director: Tony Bill
Starring: Dudley Moore, Daryl Hannah, Paul Reiser, J.T. Walsh and Bill Smithovich

By JENELLE WILLIAMS
Scene Movie Title

What is truth?
How important is honesty in today's society?
Do advertising agencies possess the power to control this question?
Should they have this power?

In "Crazy People," Emory, played by Dudley Moore, risks his job and his sanity to advocate his answer to these pressing questions.

Emory is an ad writer. For years he's been the man behind the scenes, pumping out lines in the form of spisty slogans and ratchey jingles. But one day he just can't do it anymore. After experiencing an overnight revelation, much like Jerry McGuire, he realizes that he no longer wants to produce tired phrases, but instead wants to introduce a new concept into the world of advertising — the truth.

Of course, the immediate consequence of such an act is the loss of his job. His boss just can't understand why people would want to buy a Volvo after reading, "They're boxy, but good!" or why Americans would wish to fly with an airliner that advertises, "Fly with us — most of our pilots arrive at their destinations alive."

Thus, Emory not only finds himself unemployed, but placed in a mental institution by his close friend, played by Paul Reiser.

The plot takes a sharp turn when the inhualients are accidentally run. They soon appear in magazines, on television and on the sides of city buses. To everyone's great surprise, they are a huge success.

As a result, Emory's greedy boss immediately attempts to extract him from the institution. But Emory has found a new life, new friends and a new love with whom he feels completely content. Thus, they come to a compromise. Emory agrees to write ads, as long as he can stay with his crazy friends.

These friends, the other patients in his "sharing session," provide the majority of the humor in this hilariously funny film.

One man only says "hello" to speak. Another talks constantly about the make of Saabs. While yet another only plays the piano. While these characters may not be the brightest of people, they soon become Emory's close friends.

They show him what it means to laugh and enjoy life again. They teach him that you can not judge others, even if they are clinically insane, and that the line between what is real and what is fantasy is usually skewed.

But the most important lesson for Emory comes from Kathy, a beautiful fellow patient played by Daryl Hannah. She shows Emory that hope, believing and loving are necessary aspects of life.

Without exception, this movie is extremely funny. Most of this humor is a result of foul language or sexual allusions coming from the mouths of the mental patients. Some may find this aspect a bit offensive, but in no way does it detract from the overall humor of the movie.

The plot and some specific scenes of the movie are a tad off-the-wall and cheesy. This is primarily noticeable at the end, when most of the antics make way for the serious, teary-feely part. But for the majority of the movie, it is hard to stop laughing long enough to get bored with the "crazy" plot.

New Releases
At the video store
Can't Hardly Wait (Nov. 17)
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas (Nov. 13)

At the theaters
The Rugrats Movie (Nov. 20)
Celebrity (Nov. 20)

Source: Billboard Online

There is no doubt that the film will open to respectable figures at the box-office, which is really it's only measure of success, because "Enemy of the State" is not a likely Oscar contender. And although the next couple of months will be flooded with studios' last attempts to make money, "Enemy of the State" is truly a unique film amidst the kid movies and depressing dramas that typify the season.

But the film does not open until November 20, so until then, speculation is pretty much the only tool we may use to discuss Smith's career. Next Monday, though, the people will have spoken. And Mr. Smith will know if his career will forever be overshadowed by little green men and earth-saving mutants.

Box-Office Prediction: 1. Enemy of the State 2. The Rugrats Movie 3. The Waterboy

Source: Hollywood.com

CHART-TOPPERS

Weekend at the Box Office

Movie Title | Gross Sales
--- | ---
1. The Waterboy | $25.2 million
2. I Still Know What You Did Last Summer | $17.5 million
3. Meet Joe Black | $15.6 million
4. The Siege | $8.3 million
5. Antz | $4.2 million
6. Pleasantville | $4.1 million
7. I'll Be Home For Christmas | $4.0 million
8. The Wizard of Oz | $3.3 million
9. Living Out Loud | $2.7 million
10. Rush Hour | $2.0 million

Source: Associated Press

Last Week's Video Rentals

Video Title | Sales
--- | ---
1. The X-Files | $15.6 million
2. A Perfect Murder | $7.0 million
3. Deep Impact | $6.2 million
4. Hope Floats | $4.1 million
5. City of Angels | $3.9 million
6. Mercury Rising | $3.8 million
7. Wild Things | $3.7 million
8. Lost in Space | $3.6 million
9. Species II | $3.5 million
10. Primary Colors | $3.0 million

Source: Billboard Online

By JENELLE WILLIAMS
Scene Movie Title

Monday, November 16, 1998
Men's Basketball

'Hawks Leave Irish Seeing Red in Opener

By JOEY CAVATO
Associated Press Writer

Head coach John MacLeod knew that his squad would go through some growing pains, and Friday night's season opener served as a good example.

Showing that age still beats youth, a veteran Miami Ohio team fought off a lackluster first half and a feisty Irish squad while exploiting Notre Dame's youth in the second to defeat the Irish 72-65 at the Joyce Center Friday night.

After holding Wally Szczerbiak and Damon Freeman to four points in the first half, the duo combined for 19 in the second in leading a charge that put away the Irish.

"They made some adjustments in the second half," senior guard Antion Wyche said. "As people to start walking around and get into a rhythm. It's hard to start a player like him (Szczerbiak) for an entire game.

But it was really the Red Hawk defense that led to the Notre Dame downfall.

"We got after them defensively and I thought that was the turning point in the game," Miami coach Charlie Coles said. "I thought ND had a great game plan in the first half and our players adapted in the second.

"They ratcheted up their defense and really came after us," MacLeod said. "We were talking about keeping composed, but it's hard to do when you're in your own people.

That defense caused 11 second half Notre Dame turnovers and Miami led by as many as 15 points.

"It's a veteran team we have and they adjusted," Coles said. "Notre Dame played harder than we did the first half, but in the second we played tough defense and it was pretty to watch.

We had a good pace in the first half," said senior Phil Hickey who had 10 points. "In the second half the effort was there but we just weren't executating and we made some mistakes and they took advantage of them.

Behind 11 first-half points from freshman Troy Murphy the Irish got out to a 22-13 lead.

The Redhawks got a big lift from their bench as junior Jason Stewart dangled long distance four times in a three and a half minute span using his squad a 23-24 lead and a 27-26 lead at the break.

The Irish stalled when the Redhawk defense picked up its intensity and Murphy only got one fourth quarter attempt in the second half. He made all four free throws.

"I didn't get the ball to him. That's my job as the coach. We need his offense to be productive and consistent.

Murphy certainly showed he has the ability to score on the Division one level as he scored 19 points and had six rebounds.

"It was interesting," Murphy said of his first collegiate game. "I got lit up by No. 5 and that kind of hurt us. There were a lot of different situations and it was something I've never experienced before.

"I thought Troy Murphy did a good job," MacLeod said. "He got a little shocked at first but he can really score.

Midway through the second half the Irish made a mini-run behind the play of Antion Wyche who scored eight of his 16 points in an 84-second span that brought the Irish to five and brought the crowd of 7,395 to its feet.

"Tene had a big night for us and gave us a great effort," MacLeod said.

Unfortunately, the only thing the crowd in the South dome of the Joyce was cheering about late in the game was when the public address announcer introduced the Miami/Domino Whirling Gold hockey game in the North dome.

"We have young players and we will have a lot of work to do," MacLeod said.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 4 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Notre Dame office, 1229 LaFortune Hall. Deadline for day classifieds is by 4 p.m. the day before publication. The charge is 30 cents per character per display classifieds, three space. The Observer reserves the right to edit all classifieds for content without issuing refunds.
Abortion, euthanasia and capital punishment demean the lives of countless individuals in our society. Gather with us in Eucharistic Adoration to pray for an end to the culture of death.

Jesus is here with us in the Eucharist to give us answers — answers that will lead us to truth, happiness and peace. In this culture of death, it is easy for people to become weary and indifferent to God and His gift of life. People often fall short of their obligation to care for and nurture the spiritual and physical lives of themselves and others. Eucharistic Adoration gives a person the opportunity to nurture his own spiritual life, as well as the spiritual lives of others (through prayer for them). Prayer also protects the physical lives of those endangered by abortion, euthanasia and other forms of violence. It is only through the grace which comes from prayer that others’ hearts can be changed from seeking death to loving life. Christ gives us the strength to press on in our battle for life. In order to be Christ-like in our service to preserve life, we must be filled with His life through prayer.

We ask you to join us in prayer for life at Eucharistic Adoration.

What is Eucharistic Adoration?

God is present to us in many ways in our world, but He is especially present to us in the Eucharist. As Roman Catholics, we believe that Jesus Christ, who lived 2000 years ago, is truly present in the Eucharist. In Eucharistic Adoration, the Host is placed in a monstrance, in order for us to be able to come and pray. Jesus is always hidden in the tabernacle, but in adoration He is exposed so that we can come and kneel before Him, face to face, and speak with God. When Jesus is exposed like this, He can never be left alone. Thus, people sign up to be responsible to come and pray with Him for a certain amount of time (usually 1/2 - 1 hour) every week.

Why should I go?

If Jesus were to come to the JACC, wouldn’t you come and stand in line for hours just to talk to Him for a minute? Even if you weren’t Christian, wouldn’t you be at least interested in this God so many people talk about? Well, Jesus is truly present here on campus — in the Eucharist. IN ADORATION YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO GO AND SPEAK WITH GOD FACE TO FACE. You can confide in Him, plead with Him, question Him. And if you sit quietly enough, He will inspire you with answers.

What do I do when I am there?

When you enter the chapel, you should genuflect as a sign of reverence to Jesus. It is common practice during Adoration to genuflect on two knees, instead of just one (like you do whenever you enter a chapel.) You can stand, sit, or kneel — whatever helps you pray. And then you pray. There are many ways to pray: you can do spiritual reading; you can pray a rosary; you can sit in silence; you can even just talk to Jesus — like you would to a friend. The most important thing is that you love Him and allow Him to love and strengthen you.

What does the Church think?

"Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament, whether in a pyx or a monstrance, is a recognition of the wondrous Presence of Christ in the sacrament and stimulates us to unite ourselves to Him in a spiritual communion. It is, accordingly, eminently in harmony with the worship which we owe Him in spirit and truth...


Eucharistic Adoration on Campus:

FRIDAY: Blessed Mother Chapel in the Basilica: 12:00pm (following 11:30am Mass) — 5:00pm with a Rosary beginning at 4:15pm. (Ends with Benediction at 4:45pm)

MONDAY beginning at 11:30pm (following 11:00pm Mass) through TUESDAY at 10:00pm (Ending with Benediction at 9:45-10:00pm) In Fisher Hall Chapel.

Sponsored by Notre Dame Right to Life AMDC • IMI
nerves at all when she got on the court.” Hills finished the game third in scoring for the Irish behind Ivey and Green. The backcourt pair stepped up their play when McGraw’s team needed it most. With center Ruth Riley fouling out early in the second half with four fouls, all-American Maylana Martin and Melanie Pearson led the Bruins to within six points. But that was the closest UCLA would come in closing the gap, as Ivey and Green started their surge.

“I was pleased to see that with Ruth fouling out, we were still able to score some points,” said McGraw. “Niele really created that surge along with Danielle. Some of their rebound baskets were just big.”

Ivey hit it up first, with nine points in 43 seconds as the Bruins did not get closer than nine the rest of the game. The junior guard saw the opportunity and capitalized by stealing the wind from UCLA’s sails.

“I was open, and I figured I might as well take a chance,” she said. “We played to build momentum each time we came down the court.”

Both players took advantage of speed against their pairings all across the court. Erica Gomez, an all-American candidate guard, has held in check with only six points. Her inability to score effected her floor presence as well, as Ivey and Green continued to wreak havoc.

“I just wanted to come out there and play my game within the system,” said Green about leading her team over the opposition. “I just wanted to play a smart game and stay in control. Today, Niele and my teammates went looking for me, and I was the one today.”

Even with Riley fouling out in the second half, the Bruins inside game was unable to close in. After Martin and Pearson combined for 28 in the first half, forwards Kelley Siemon and Diana Braendly led the switch to the zone defense that kept UCLA off target.

“They went into a 2-3 zone and they had one in front of me and one behind me,” said Martin. “That contributed to the lack of scoring in the second half. I was also at the high post a lot more in the second half, too.”

The win is the school’s 40th of the season and starts the season at 1-0.

Senior captain Sheila McMillen and the Irish hope to continue their good fortune later this week when they travel to Butler.

Please Recycle

THE OBSERVER

Your potential is worth a lot more.

Freebies. Everyone is handing them out. Is that enough for you? We think you deserve more.

And at Schwab, we’ve got a lot more to offer. We’re investing in the potential of our people. Creating a powerful technology infrastructure. And providing visionary financial services.

Which is not to say that if you want a new toy, you don’t deserve one. We just thought a sound opportunity would be worth more.

On-Campus Interviews will be conducted November 18.
Contact your career center for more information.

Visit our new web site at: www.schwabcollege.com

Charles Schwab
This is where you can do the best work of your life.
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DEAN ROCHE

Wants to meet YOU!
Open Forum for students addressing hot A&L topics!

• Will CORE be abolished?
• Are classes too large?
• Are faculty diverse enough?
• Is there enough A&L SPACE available?

Dean Roche Welcomes YOUR questions and feedback.

November 18th, 7:30 pm
Lafortune Ballroom
Food will be served!
Sponsored by A&L Student Advisory Council

To Support

To explore common issues of being gay of, lesbian at Notre Dame

Meeting for Notre Dame Lesbian and Gay Students Group

For time and location of meeting, call: 1-8041
NDLGS Group Advisors: Fr. Tom Gaughan, C.S.C
Sr. Mary Louise Gude, C.S.C.

All Meetings are private and confidential.
Irish keep Bulldogs on leash

By BILL HART
Assistant Sports Editor

For Yale head coach Dick Kuchen, returning to Notre Dame was supposed to be a form of homecoming.

Before heading eastward for his own coaching position, Kuchen was an assistant coach for the Irish basketball squad. For three years, he helped the legendary Digger Phelps to post-season success, including the team's only Final Four berth in 1977.

It turned out to be a bitter-sweet reunion for Kuchen, however, as the Irish earned their first win of the season with a 64-62 win over the Bulldogs.

"It was good to be back," Kuchen said about his return to campus. "I haven't been back since last year's reunion. Certainly this is a great institution, and they should take pride in the way they run their athletic department."

Like Friday's season opener against Miami, the Irish logged out of the gate with a 10-0 run on route to a 12-2 lead. After causing a quick timeout, the Bulldogs stepped up their defense and closed the gap. The counter-rally was capped three-pointer by Yale's Brad Reusch, which tied the game at 21-20 with 6:48 left in the half.

Despite their difficulties with perimeter defense, the Irish still found a way to answer each rally that the Bulldogs attempted. After another Reusch three-pointer with 1:24 remaining in the half, senior Antoni Wyche drove for the basket for a layup, making the basket and drawing the foul. He then completed the three-point play to put Notre Dame up 28-24.

Freshman forward David Graves scored the next 16 points for the Irish on a route to a seven-point lead. "Troy and David can score," MacLeod remarked on the two freshmen. "They both have the ability to get the job done. David's got great instincts, but Troy's been getting in early foul trouble."

The Bulldog offense continued to successfully hit the perimeter shot, however, clawing their way back within striking position. Two straight treys by Reusch, and a second by freshmen Troy Murphy, pulled the Irish back to within a basket for the seemingly inevitable three-pointer.

"That's the problem we've been having with our defense," Murphy said, because "we've been a little soft at the perimeter and inside."

"It was good to be back," Kuchen said about his return to campus. "I haven't been back since last year's reunion. Certainly this is a great institution, and they should take pride in the way they run their athletic department."

As it turned out, the decision paid off, as the freshman duo of him and David Graves scored the next 16 points for the Irish on a route to a seven-point lead. "Troy and David can score," MacLeod remarked on the two freshmen. "They both have the ability to get the job done. David's got great instincts, but Troy's been getting in early foul trouble."

The Bulldog offense continued to successfully hit the perimeter shot, however, clawing their way back within striking position. Two straight treys by Reusch, and a second by freshmen Troy Murphy, pulled the Irish back to within a basket for the seemingly inevitable three-pointer. "That's the problem we've been having with our defense," Murphy said, because "we've been a little soft at the perimeter and inside."

"It was good to be back," Kuchen said about his return to campus. "I haven't been back since last year's reunion. Certainly this is a great institution, and they should take pride in the way they run their athletic department."

As it turned out, the decision paid off, as the freshman duo of him and David Graves scored the next 16 points for the Irish on a route to a seven-point lead. "Troy and David can score," MacLeod remarked on the two freshmen. "They both have the ability to get the job done. David's got great instincts, but Troy's been getting in early foul trouble."

The Bulldog offense continued to successfully hit the perimeter shot, however, clawing their way back within striking position. Two straight treys by Reusch, and a second by freshmen Troy Murphy, pulled the Irish back to within a basket for the seemingly inevitable three-pointer. "That's the problem we've been having with our defense," Murphy said, because "we've been a little soft at the perimeter and inside."
Sophomore Meotis Erikson couldn’t find the net but had some help from her senior teammates, as the Irish won 3-0 in the NCAA's.

With the half winding down, Irish looked to take command on the scoreboard as well as on the field. Boxx stepped up again as freshman Lindsey Jones took a pass from Kelly Lindsey, fought off a Wolverine defender and set up Boxx. Boxx did the rest as she lifted a ball from 20 yards out that fell over the outreached arms of Stewart and short of the cross bar.

"The second goal was a really important goal because I really think that took the wind out of their sails," Petrucelli said. "In the second half they didn't seem to put up much of a fight."

Irish out-shot the guests by a mark of 22-6 and junior Lakeyia Beene found herself lonely in between the pipes as she made just two saves.

"I think we controlled the ball and we wanted to make sure we won every ball in the midfield," Boxx said. "We kept possession of it a lot better than the first game (against Michigan)."

Petrucelli didn’t see that much of a difference in the two games other than what the scoreboard read.

"The difference was we scored three goals today and we scored early," Petrucelli said. "I kind of changed the complexion of the game. I bet you if you look at the stats they’re pretty similar."

One difference could be that the Irish are riding a seven-game winning streak in which they have given up only two goals. The last Michigan game came on the heels of a 2-3 overtime loss to Seton Hall and a tie with Connecticut.

"Everyone is really confident with how we’re playing right now," Gerardo said. "We trust each other, we’re going out there and playing how we know we’re capable of playing."

The Irish will look to continue to play at the top of their game as they have a date with No. 13 Nebraska Friday night in the third round of the NCAA's. Nebraska beat Texas A&M 7-0 on Sunday.

"I think we’re playing really well and we’re doing it at the right time, at tournament time," Gerardo said. "This is what we’ve been working for that and I think we’re prepared."
Hockey

continued from page 20

made it sound easier than it really is: "It's mostly instinct; you have to judge where the puck will be when the defense shoots it and where the rebounds are going."

Bowling Green entered the third period tied 2-2 thanks to goaltender Mike Savard, who stopped two Irish breakaways in the first period, both coming with Bowling Green on the same power play. The Irish smoked the Falcons goal tender with four third period goals, however, with Ben Simon's fifth of the year providing the winning margin. After Urick gained the blue line with speed on right wing, he left a drop pass for Simon, which he rocketed high to the glove side of Savard, just under the crossbar.

Another highlight-reel goal was scored by sophomore left wing Dan Carlson, when he executed a 2-on-1 with freshman center David Imman to perfection to make the score 5-2. When the Irish took on Michigan on Saturday night, there was a glaring absence in their starting lineup. The player missing was Aniket Dhadphale, who suffered an injury late in the game against Bowling Green, forcing him out of action against the Wolverines.

In the first 10 minutes of the game, there was little open ice for the forwards to create offense with, thanks to tight checking and conservative play on both sides. The Imman line changed all that at the midway point of the period, however, as they took advantage of Dan Carlson's hard work on the forecheck to finally get some open ice in the offensive zone. Carlson forced the Michigan defense to move the puck near the blue line, where Dusbabek, along with Tyson Fraser, forced the turnover. Dusbabek then moved the puck down the boards to Imman, who found space moving across the far circle to get off a quick wrist shot that beat freshman goaltender Josh Blackburn up high to give the Irish a 1-0 lead.

Immediately following the goal, however, freshman center Brett Henning took an undisciplined charging penalty at center ice to put Michigan on the power play. Within 30 seconds, Michigan's power play struck to tie the game. Michigan's freshman phenom Mike Comrie won the draw clean deep in the Irish zone to sophomore Mark Kosick. Kosick passed to defenseman Dave Hunzicker, who used the screen in front of Forrest Kur to his advantage as his slapshot rang in loudly off the left post. The faceoff win which set up the first goal was a sign of things to come for the Irish, as Michigan had a clear advantage on the faceoff circle for most of the night. Ironically, the night before was just the opposite for Notre Dame, as David Imman and company strutted their stuff at the dot against the Falcons.

The other story of the game was Michigan's special teams. The Wolverines had two over play goals on each of its first two chances, the second one coming midway through the second period, as Mark Knick knocked in a rebound on Karr's left side to give Michigan a 2-1 lead. An even bigger story was their penalty-killing unit however, which managed to hold off the league's top power play three straight times through the first two periods.

But just as a lack of discipline had hurt the Irish earlier, it hurt Michigan equally later on. Sophomore defenseman Mike Van Ryan took a hitting after the whistle penalty at 1:06 to go in the second period. Michigan managed to kill off the penalty going into intermission. However, at 26 seconds of the third period, Joe Dusbabek's soft shot seemed to baffke Blackburn, who lost control of the rebound, which Ben Simon smoked home to tie the game at 2-2.

Discipline again became an issue midway through the third, when senior Sean Ritehun earned himself a five minute major penalty land a game misconduct for checking from behind. Notre Dame's power play was once again shut down by Michigan's penalty killing unit, as they failed to get off a shot through the first three and a half minutes of the power play. For a unit which has sparked so far this year, those five minutes were certainly the weakest the unit has looked, as they had trouble even gaining the blue line, let alone getting off a good shot.

The final five minutes of the third period, along with the five minute overtime, were tense and physical on both sides. Overall, the game was played much more evenly than the shots on goal might indicate. Notre Dame outshot Michigan 36-22, but quality chances were about even at the night.

"To come back against that team in that manner, to score a [third period] goal for a three point weekend against a top-ten team, was great," Poulin said.
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**Associated Press**

**MANHATTAN, Kan.** After 29 years of losing to Nebraska, top-ranked Kansas State finally got a break for the biggest win in school history.

Kansas State linebaver Travis Ochs sacked Eric Crouch on fourth down by grabbing his face mask with 2:32 left, but the officials missed the call and Kansas State pulled away for an 18-0 victory over nemesis Nebraska.

"It’s starting to sink in right now," said Kansas State senior tight end Justin Swift. "To break the streak is exciting for our program."

In happy, carefree celebration, Ochs dropped his hands to his waist, punched the air with his right fist, then ran to the cheering fans,支线任务:清空任务，以满足条件。
Hockey
Icicles hold CCHA lead with three-point weekend
By TED BASSANI
Sports Writer
The sixth-ranked Notre Dame hockey team maintained their first-place standing in the CCHA with a 6-2 win over Bowling Green on Friday, followed by a tense 2-2 tie against No. 7 Michigan on Saturday.
Notre Dame's record now stands at 8-1-2 (6-1-1), and their 31 points in conference have them in first place, one point ahead of Michigan State.
The team's 6-2 win over Bowling Green Friday was highlighted by a junior Ankelt Dhadhphale's first career hat trick. After Adam Edinger gave the Falcons the early lead, Dhadhphale got the Irish on the board when he out-timed a drop pass from Dan Carlson under the crossbar to tie the game at 1-1. His other two goals came in typical fashion, on rebounds. With the team trailing 2-1 late in the second period, Dhadhphale was in the slot and scored on a rebound of Brian Ulrick's shot to tie the game. His third goal of the game came 9:05 of the third, when he calmly lifted a rebound over a sprawled-out Mike Savard to make the score 4-2.
"The key was the timing of the goals," said coach Dave Peterson. "The first one got us back to 1-1. The second one came late in the second to tie it at two. The third one gave us breathing room at 4-2, so each goal was big for us."
The key to Dhadhphale's game is how he uses his 6-foot-3 frame to get in good position to score what hockey analysts often call "garbage goals." Garbage goals often come on the power play, when a team can outnumber the other team in front of the net to get to rebounds. So, it should come as no surprise that Dhadhphale leads the team with four power play goals.
As to how he manages to get in proper position in front, Dhadhphale said:
"I was really pleased with our effort," said head coach Muffet McGraw. "We came out with a lot of intensity and we did not play scared. I think they were some of the keys to the beginning of the game."
Stealing a piece of freshman Ericka Haney's flash of the bench and Green, a steal broke the game open with 5:21 left in the half on a layup and the subsequent free throw to give them their first double-digit lead, 32-21. Haney's first collegiate minutes gave her team an immediate impact, hitting her first field goal early on to give the Irish the 10-7 lead. Her basketball also closed out both halves, hitting a jumper in the first half and a trey as the closing buzzer to cement the Irish lead at 12.
Haney, who had her Irish debut party last week in a game leading 19-point showing against Eastern in Notre Dame's last exhibition, saw fellow freshman Sherisha Hills hit her stride this game. Hills suffered a concussion before the first exhibition game two weeks ago in a collision with Green in preseason warmups. Sitting out the rest of the preseason, Hills played off the bench Saturday for her first game at Notre Dame. McGraw was impressed with her play coming off the injury.
"I thought for a freshman in her very first game, not being able to play in the exhibition games, did an outstanding job," she said. "She didn't have any

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
ND shocks sixth-ranked UCLA
By ANTHONY BIANCO
Assistant Sports Editor
Notre Dame guards Niele Ivey and Danielle Green gave their team the spark to polish off UCLA 99-82 on Saturday afternoon.
Confronting grips the Bruins failed to capitalize on.
Ivey and Green were two of their own to fill the gaps and give the Irish a smooth transition.
Notre Dame ever gave up control of the game.
Ericka Haney's performance scared.
The key for the Irish on Saturday was the performance of freshman Danielle Green. Haney's first collegiate minutes gave her team an immediate impact, hitting her first field goal early on to give the Irish the 10-7 lead. Her basketball also closed out both halves, hitting a jumper in the first half and a trey as the closing buzzer to cement the Irish lead at 12.
Haney, who had her Irish debut party last week in a game leading 19-point showing against Eastern in Notre Dame's last exhibition, saw fellow freshman Sherisha Hills hit her stride this game. Hills suffered a concussion before the first exhibition game two weeks ago in a collision with Green in preseason warmups. Sitting out the rest of the preseason, Hills played off the bench Saturday for her first game at Notre Dame. McGraw was impressed with her play coming off the injury.
"I thought for a freshman in her very first game, not being able to play in the exhibition games, did an outstanding job," she said. "She didn't have any

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Irish declaw Wolverines 3-0
By JOEY CAVATO
Assistant Sports Editor
As the bright sun shined over Alumni Field Sunday afternoon, women's soccer coach Chris Petruzelli looked for some of his veterans to shine. "Senior Monica Garfido and Shannon Buxx came through as they lead fourth-seeded Notre Dame to a 3-0 win over Michigan in the second round of the NCAA Tournament."
Gerardo scored two goals and Buxx added a goal and two assists as the Irish dominated most of the action.
"Before the game I said to the team that you seniors this is the time of year when you guys have got to step up and make it," Petruzelli said. "Thosie [Gerardo, Buxx and Laura Vanderberg] are the only three players on the team that have won a national championship and knows what it takes to win. This is the time of year when they have to step up and they obviously did. Those three had great games."
The No. 18 Wolverines came out looking for an upset as they had some of the better scoring chances in the early going. Michigan lost to Notre Dame 1-0 in double overtime three weeks ago and played with some extra adrenaline as the second round is the farthest a Michigan team has ever gone in the NCAA Tournament.
"I think early on the excitement of where you're at is a factor and for them it certainly was," Petruzelli said. "As time went on we got more control of the game."
Midway through the first half Wolverines netminder Caroana Stewart was living on the edge as Anne Makinen hit the cross bar and she used her face to stop Gerardo from point-blank range.
Gerardo didn't miss her next opportunity. Buxx headed a Jen Grubb corner kick Gerardo's way who finished it to put the Irish on the scoreboard at 21:11.
Buxx, Gerardo and Vanderberg were active as the seniors took control of the game.
"Their midfield played great today and they were a little quicker today," Michigan coach Debbie Bieklin said. "We had some opportunities early on but we got tired and Notre Dame is tournament experience."
"I think that we stepped up a little bit," Buxx said. "We know that we have to help our team win a national championship. We're the only ones that have had a

SPORTS ART AT A GLANCE
vs. LSU, November 21, 1:30 p.m.
vs. Western Michigan, November 20, 7 p.m.
vs. Toledo, November 18, 7 p.m.
vs. Nebraska, November 21, TBA
vs. Bowling, November 18, 7 p.m.
vs. Michigan, November 14, 7:30 p.m.